We're All in this Bus Together
The conference day has officially gone into overtime-after all the talks, posters, dinner, and drinks, we're now headed back to our hotels in the city, a half-hour's drive down the mountainside. I'm a few rows back from the front of the bus, and it's crowded-bar-on-a-Friday-night loud and just as energized. Over the noise, I catch only enough of my seatmate's question to strike up a conversation about the best talks of the day. As we chat, the bits and pieces of the other conversations around us mix and mingle with our own thoughts. Across the way, two post-docs are swapping stories about dealing with the twobody problem in their job searches. It's nice to see they've dropped their initial wariness from having learned earlier in the day that they share similar unpublished results. A row ahead, an emeritus professor recounts setting up his first lab in the early 70s. From the glimpses I get of the junior faculty sitting next him, the story is a funny one and I wonder what parts remind her of her own recent experience. A sharp turn in the road knocks off-balance a third-year grad student standing in the aisle. She is saved from falling by her labmate and the surprisingly quick reflexes of a National Academy member standing beside her. Without missing a beat, she continues to describe a malfunctioning microfluidic device that is slowing the revision of her first paper. Behind me, a PI is attempting to maintain a strictly scientific discussion: ''There's so much redundancy with these receptors.'' A brief pause, followed by the clicking sound of a laptop opening, ''It's easier to just show you.'' Still others are discussing grant success rates or a recent fishing trip or have slipped into their native tongues, making me wish I knew Chinese or Turkish or what I'm guessing is Croatian, as they share personal stories and scientific inspirations that I hope I'll have the chance to hear more about during the next days of the meeting.
After a few more minutes chatting with my fellow passengerhaving now moved on to the topic of co-authorship issues-the conversation comes to a natural pause. I glance out the window, seeing the last of the trees and fields before we arrive at the streets of the city. The noise of the bus and the thoughts in my head converge and go quiet, and in their place arises a feeling-gratitude. I take a moment to savor it.
A day at a great conference, with the special alchemy that comes from bringing diverse perspectives, ideas, and aspirations to a single place and time-this is what we strive to create in each issue of Cell. New discoveries lay the groundwork, to be sure, but it is the surrounding discussion, debate, and synthesis that provide the glue that connects the scientific building blocks together. Leading Edge, our front section, marks its ten-year anniversary this month and continues to be that glue for Cell.
The founding principles of Leading Edge are to foster communication between scientific disciplines about what is most exciting in biology and to offer a window on the larger policy, ethical, and economic contexts that impact the research community. In moving into a second decade, we will carry these principles forward but will be further guided by two touchstones that capture what we think Leading Edge should do: synthesize and relate.
The scientific literature is complex and ever-expanding. For us, synthesize means making complicated topics easy to digest so that we can direct readers to the most important trends, connect scientific communities, and foster the cross-pollination of ideas. Fulfilling this goal will mean a continued emphasis on our anchor formats: Reviews, Minireviews, and Previews, as well as more recent additions, such as Snapshots, Perspectives, and Primers, to give readers ready access to both maturing and emerging fields and technologies. Responding to the growing worldwide call to accelerate the pipeline from basic biological insights into improved human health, we recently introduced Bench to Bedside, which connects readers to the latest developments in the pipeline of new drugs and biologics and conveys at a glance the basic biology and timeline of discoveries that made new medical advances possible.
But behind all the experiments, analysis, and models are the people. In aspiring to our second goal-relate-we pursue content that speaks to the day-to-day experience of being a scientist and that offers inspiration for readers by conveying the human side of discovery. In short, we want Leading Edge to be infused with the boisterous energy, unique personalities, and differing perspectives that you'd find on the conference bus described above. Our new Stories format, for instance, presents personal experiences of discoveries, recounts events that have shaped careers, or tells how particular challenges have been faced. This year's Lasker Award winners wrote our first collection of Stories, which appeared in the September 10th issue. In future issues, Stories will come from individuals from all walks of science and career stages. In providing a more personal perspective, Stories stands aside Commentary and Voices, existing formats that offer viewpoints (in long and short form, respectively) on trends, policies, careers, or approaches to doing science. In the coming year, you can expect new experiments from Leading Edge, including venues for early career researchers to share their opinions and lively discussions between individuals with differing points of view as they exchange ideas on timely topics.
We also want an even closer connection with our readers, and a key part of promoting openness and clarity of communication is sharing our thoughts directly. There are many ways in which Cell editors express what they are thinking, and you should look in the coming year for a steady stream of topical editorials, Select features (discussions of studies in other journals that have caught our eye), and posts on our website in the Cell Press CrossTalk blog.
The other half of the equation is to hear what's on your mind. To open an additional channel of communication, the Cell editors are hosting a monthly Skype session called ''Let's Chat!'' Whether it's a discovery you want to tell us about or an interesting experience you'd like to share, we're ready to listen. As always, you should feel uninhibited in reaching out to any member of the editorial team to set up a time to talk or catch us in person when we are out and about in the community. At any given time, one or more of us are at meetings, visiting labs, or giving talks on editorial practice or scientific editing as a career. Given the depth of our focus on communication and how to strengthen it, it is not by coincidence that ''Communication'' will also be the overarching theme of our upcoming 2016 special review issue.
As I type this, the Cell Press office is filled with half-packed crates and the squeaking sound of moving carts. We're in the midst of relocating to a new space nearby. A virtue of our new environs is that it is open plan with no walls to separate colleagues-part of our drive to facilitate collaboration and accelerate innovation. As we break down our own walls and create a more dynamic working environment, we hope you find the pages of Cell abuzz with new energy and that you too, in this season of transition and renewal, will be inspired to share with us your thoughts, feelings, and perspectives.
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